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What’s Your Brand? 

A Nine Point Reality Check  

 

Brands are far more than a great logo (no matter how creative). They're the labels others assign to us. 

You create, reinforce or hurt your brand with everything you do. Sure, you can't control everything, but 

you can certainly say (and do) things to create the label(s) you want people to give you. "They really 

understand me!" "Couldn't live without it!" "I'd never go any place else." 

 

ü It's the consistency and clarity in your communications and sales offers.  Website. Texts. Direct 

sales. Direct mail. It should all have the same information presented in the same way. (Tip: A 

salesperson telling a customer ready to buy “that’s only available on the web” is a sure biz loser.)    

 

ü It's the amount and size of the fine print on your customer T&Cs, warranties and contracts. I love 

Apple, but who reads that T&C document?  Of course, they’re Apple, they can get away with it. You 

probably can’t.  

 

ü It's how (and when) you answer the phone. This isn't a "nice to have"— it can directly impact your 

bottom line, regardless rather you’re big or small, low-tech or high-tech, B2B or B2C. (Pizza Hut 

estimates it loses $5.40 for every missed call.) 

    

ü It's how you handle e-mail. What’s your email signature?  Are your spam filters too good?  (Tip: “Do 

Not Reply” is NOT going to make customers happy.)  

    

ü It's how you treat your employees. Customers can tell if the employees aren’t happy, without 

anyone saying a word.    

    

ü It's how easy (or difficult) you make it to buy from you.  You may not have Amazon’s resources, but 

you can learn from their system. “One click!”  

    

ü It's how easy (or difficult) you make it to return something to you.  Again, Amazon.  

    

ü It's how easy (or difficult) you make it for a customer to reach you, live and in person. This is 

where a small biz can compete against big biz. Answer the phone!  

 

ü It's how easy (or difficult) you make it to find your website, navigate around it, access relevant 

information, place an order.  And don’t forget mobile!   

 

Remember, “satisfied” customers will leave you in a heartbeat. You want (and need to earn) loyalty.   

 


